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Abstract This paper presents an analytical model, simula-
tion and optimal design of a d33-mode lightweight piezo-
composite unimorph actuator (d33-mode LIPCA). The
actuator consists of a PZT layer bonded to several other
composite prepreg layers. In which, the interdigitated
electrodes (IDE) are deposited on the surfaces of the PZT
material. The PZT layer is poled in-plane and operated in
the semi d33-mode. Since the d33 coefficient is normally
twice of d31 value, the actuation performance of d33-mode
LIPCA is expected to be improved significantly. Perfor-
mance predictions of the d33-mode LIPCA are done by
using the finite element method with a coupled-field model.
Design of the IDE system patterned on the PZT surfaces is
optimized in a poling process analysis to achieve the
highest portion of PZT material poled in the longitudinal
direction. Effect of the design variables such as electrode
width, gap between electrodes and applied voltage for
poling process is also performed numerically.
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1 Introduction

During the past decade, many investigations have been
conducted on application of smart materials to build

effective and compact actuators. Several small, powerful,
and reliable actuators using piezoelectric ceramic materials
have been invented, e.g. AFC™ (MIT), THUNDER™ and
LaRC-MFC™ (NASA Langley Research Center) [1, 2].
Among them, LIPCA (LIghtweight Piezo-Composite
Actuator) was introduced as one of the excellent unimorph
actuator suitable for wide range of applications [3–5].
LIPCA is designed to operate with d31 actuation mecha-
nism by utilizing the excitation in transverse direction. To
fabricate LIPCA, a glass/epoxy fabric prepreg is placed as
the bottom layer on a flat base plate and a PZT ceramic
wafer with silver pasted copper strip wires are placed on the
glass/epoxy prepreg. A carbon/epoxy unidirectional prepreg
and glass/epoxy fabric prepreg is stacked over the ceramic
wafer in accordance with the lay-up design. The stacked
layers are then vacuum bagged and cured at an elevated
temperature (177°C) following an autoclave bagging
process. LIPCA has lighter weight than any other piezo-
actuator thus it is most suitable as artificial muscle for
biomimetic robots [6–8]. Although LIPCA shows its
advantages in application to bio-robot field, the actuation
it generates is still small. Demand on improving the
performance of actuators is thus obvious. Recently, in
experimental studies [9–11], the authors showed that with a
preferable arrangement and loading, LIPCA could give
higher actuation displacement values. In an application of
the flapping device [7], the compressive LIPCA has also
been proven to improve 22% in flapping angle and lifting
force compared to that of the original LIPCA without
compression at 300 Vpp (applied peak-to-peak voltage).
Another approach to improve the performance of LIPCA is
applying the direct piezoelectric effect along the poling
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direction (using d33-mode actuation) instead of using
transverse direction (d31-mode actuation) where the piezo-
electric coefficient d33 is almost twice larger than the d31
value [6, 12]. The induced strain of PZT layer with d33
actuation mechanism is thus higher than that with d31
actuation mechanism. Some research papers can be listed
here as attempts to use d33 actuation mechanism in actuator.
Yoon et al. [13] have proposed an idea of the stacked
ceramic thin embedded InterDigitated Electrode Actuation
Layer (IDEAL). The AFC™ (MIT) and LaRC-MFC™
(NASA Langley Research Center) also used d33 actuation
for piezoceramic fiber with surface interdigitated electrodes
(IDEs) to improve the actuation performance [1, 14].
However, fabrication of these d33-mode actuators is
somehow complicated and costly. Moreover, the attenuation
of the driving electric fields phenomenon occurring in the
AFC™/MFC™ actuators due to the unwanted accumulations
of epoxy between the electrodes and the ceramics is still an
unsolved issue [2, 15].

This research aims to achieve an improvement of
actuation performance for LIPCA by introducing the
concept of a d33-mode active layer as well as making use
of the enhancement of PZT performance under residual
compressive stress due to curing process. This d33-mode
LIPCA has an interdigitated electrode (IDE) system
patterned on surfaces of a bulk PZT wafer to make a d33-
mode actuation layer. The ceramic layer is stacked with
other constituent material layers in accordance with an
appropriate lay-up design to form a unimorph actuator
similar as in the case of LIPCA shown in Fig. 1. The
d33-mode LIPCA requires a poling process by applying
high voltage through IDEs to achieve the desired in-plane
poling status. A comparison with the regular LIPCA by
using an analytical model shows that the performance of

the new design can be improved considerably. Numerical
simulation also shows that the optimal active layer with
d33-mode operation can generate much higher strain
compared to that in d31-mode.

Previously, only a few studies on optimization of the
IDE system design have been published [16, 17]. However,
most of the authors focused on the excitation condition.
They somehow assumed that the material was uniformly
poled in the longitudinal direction and then tried to
maximize the strain. Yet the design of a IDE system
patterned on the PZT surfaces strongly affects the overall
performance of the d33-mode LIPCA. The electrode spacing
and electrode width determine the distribution, direction
and concentration of the electric field in PZT in both cases:
poling process and operating condition. Electric field
distribution and intensity are extremely important in poling
process which establishes the behavior of the active layer
later on. Those two design parameters together with the
applied poling voltage determine how many percentage of
the ceramic material will contribute to the actuation in d33
mode and also limit the highly concentrated electric field
zone to avoid potential failure. The design of the surface
IDE system should be optimized.

2 Design of the piezo-composite actuator LIPCA

LIPCA is designed to have large actuating moment by
increasing the distance from the flexural neutral surface of
the actuator to the center of the actuating layer. A glass/
epoxy layer with the full length of the actuator is imbedded
between the ceramic wafer and the carbon/epoxy layer to
increase the moment arm distance and to prevent a crack
initiation problem at the edges of ceramic wafer. Another
layer of glass/epoxy was placed on the top surface of the
carbon/epoxy layer to protect the PZT ceramic wafer from
external impact and for the electrical insulation of the
carbon/epoxy top layer. The material and physical proper-
ties of each layer are given in Table 1. The stacked layers
are then vacuum bagged and cured at an elevated
temperature (177°C) following an autoclave bagging
process. Mismatching in coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) of constituent materials leads to the curved shape of
manufactured actuators and induced stress in each layer. To
compare the actuating performance between the original
LIPCA (d31-mode) and the improved one (d33-mode), the
lay-up design, materials, and all dimensions are kept
unchanged in this study. The PZT wafer is of 72.42 mm
length, 23 mm width and 0.25 mm thickness. The
difference between two actuators is thus only the actuation
mechanism of the electro active layer.

The actuation displacement of a unimorph actuator is
produced by the curvature change of the laminated structure
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 (72.42x23x0.25mm) 
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-
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Fig. 1 Layup structure of the d33-mode LIPCA
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when an electric field is applied on an electro active layer
[5]. The actuating mechanism of a multi-layered beam
structure can be described as in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, a is the moment arm, ΔPa represents the
change in the actuating force of the electro active layer
generated due to the change in the electric field, and ΔMa

represents the change in the bending moment. For an
actuator beam with unit width, the change in the curvature
can be expressed as follows:

Δk ¼ 1

Δr
¼ ΔMa

D
ð1Þ

where D ¼ P
EiIi is the total bending stiffness which is the

sum of the bending stiffness of each layer with respect to
the neutral axis, Ei and Ii are the modulus and the area
moment of inertia of each layer. The change in the actuation
moment ΔMa is the vector product of the actuation force
change ΔPa and the moment arm a. The change in the
actuation force ΔPa can be obtained from the multiplication
of the area of actuation layer cross section Aa ¼ 1� tað Þ per
unit width, the elastic modulus of PZT layer Ea, and the
strain dij × ΔE induced from the change in the electric field

where dij is the electro-active strain coefficient, ΔE is the
electric field change. Therefore, ΔMa can be expressed as:

ΔMa ¼ a� ta � Ea � dij � ΔE ð2Þ
Then, the change in the curvature is:

Δk ¼ a

D
� ta � Ea � dij � ΔE ¼ ccua � ΔE ð3Þ

where, the curvature coefficient of a unimorph actuator is
defined by ccua ¼ a

D taEadij
It is clear that the moment arm length a from the flexural

neutral surface of the actuator beam to the center of the
actuating layer must be as large as possible to have a larger
actuating moment, which means that the actuating layer
should be placed on one of the outer surfaces. In addition,
the total bending stiffness of an actuator section should be
small to have a large curvature change for a given actuation
moment. Thus, the larger value ccua is, the higher actuation
displacement can be achieved. With the given geometry
(Fig. 1) and properties of constituent materials (Table 1) of
LIPCA we have a comparison for LIPCA operated with
d31-mode and with d33-mode as shown in Table 2. It should
be noted here that the geometry and lay-up structure in two
cases are identical. The only difference is the actuation
mechanism of the active layer.

For the same given values of the PZT thickness ta and
the applied electric field change ΔE, LIPCA operating with
d33-mode can theoretically generate a curvature change
almost twice of that in d31-mode LIPCA case. However, to
fabricate a fully d33-mode actuator is not trivial. The
d33-mode LIPCA using surface interdigitated electrodes
(IDEs) piezoelectric ceramic wafer as the actuation layer in
this work is not a perfect d33-mode actuation mechanism.
The d33-mode LIPCA requires a poling process which is
realized by applying high voltage through IDEs to achieve
the desired poling status. When an electrical input is
applied using the IDE system, the in-plane electric fields

Actuation Layer 

Neutral surface (axis) 

Pa

Ma

w =1.0 

Ei, Ai, Ii 

a 

x

y 

z 

Fig. 2 Curvature change of a laminated beamwith electro active layer [5]

Properties PZT Carbon/Epoxy Glass/Epoxy

Modulus E1 (GPa) 62 231.2 21.7

E2 (GPa) 62 7.2 21.7

E3 (GPa) 49 7.2 0.217

G12 (GPa) 23.66 4.3 3.99

ν12 0.31 0.29 0.13

Piezoelectric strain coefficient d31 (×10
−12m/V) −320 − –

d33(×10
−12m/V) 650 – –

CTE α1 (10
−6K−1) 3.5 −1.58 14.2

α2 (10
−6K−1) 3.5 32.2 14.2

Product/Manufacturer 3203HD,
CTS

UPN-116B, SK
Chemicals

GEP-108, SK
Chemicals

Table 1 Properties of constitu-
ent materials of LIPCA (after
[5])
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in ceramic are inhomogeneous. There exists ‘dead zones’
where electric fields are low or in out-of-plane directions.
Thus, the piezoelectric material is not actuated in a fully
d33-mode. An appropriate design of the surface IDE system
that could improve much the performance of the piezoelec-
tric material by approaching the perfect d33-mode is the
goal of this study.

3 Optimal design of the d33-mode active layer

The piezoelectric effect, i.e., the electro-mechanical
coupling, is not present in a virgin material but appears
during the poling procedure when a certain electric field
acts onto the material. In practice, the required field can
only be applied after the manufacturing process through
the surface IDEs configuration. Thus, the material has a
locally inhomogeneous poling field distribution thereby
inducing an inhomogeneous distribution of piezoelectric
properties. However, research on poling and its contri-
bution to the overall performance of actuators with
surface IDEs system is limited [16, 17]. Works on the
optimization problem of surface IDE d33-mode actuators
such as MFC and AFC design mostly focused on the
actuating phase and assumed that the piezoelectric
material is uniformly poled in the actuating direction
[17, 18]. This assumption is not adequate since the poling
of these actuators through surface IDEs system makes the
electric field inhomogeneous and thus the polarization
state in the material is strongly non-uniform, especially for
the case of small gaps between two electrode lines [16].
Experimental study also showed that the performance of
MFC is largely dependent on the configurations of the
IDE system in poling tests [19]. The numerical analysis of
the poling process for devices with surface IDEs system
has been studied by the authors [20]. In which, poling is
an incremental process where an electrical (voltage)
loading is applied step by step. During the process,
material properties of the actuator change with the poling
state it obtains. The simulation in this case is thus an
incremental loading and the material properties are
updated after each loading step. From the poling analysis
results, one will have a better understanding on the

poling process for actuators with surface IDE systems,
e.g. AFC and MFC, to build a guideline to obtain the
optimum design for a IDE system in the sense of the
level of poling state. To achieve the optimum design of
the IDE actuation layer, an optimization analysis is
performed using ANSYS® Multiphysics finite element
package through an electromechanical coupled-field and
linear analysis.

3.1 Finite element modeling of the poling process

The numerical analysis of the poling process for devices
with surface IDEs system has been studied by the
authors [20]. In this section we briefly outline some key
points of the method. By ignoring the influence of edge
effects at the physical ends, the actuation layer can be
decomposed into repeating unit cells of identical behavior.
A finite element model of the representative volume
element (RVE) is built for the IDE actuation layer as
shown in Fig. 3. Although the device is three-dimensional,
the problem solving the electrical field can be simplified
as a two-dimensional model because the electric field
distribution does not vary along the width (z-direction).
The 2D model can take the advantage of symmetry to

Interdigitated electrodes (IDEs)

w/2 w/2g

- +

- +

+ -

+ -

PZT wafer

y

x
z

y-symmetry condition

RVE

Fig. 3 Representative volume element of the surface IDE actuation
layer (not to scale)

Quantity Symbol Unit d31-mode d33-mode

Bending stiffness D (×10−3 N·m2) 24.1 22

Moment arm a (mm) 0.151 0.163

ccua ccua ¼ a
D taEadij (V−1·m−1) 0.123ta 0.236ta

Actuation moment ΔMa (×10−3N·m) 3.0 taΔE 5.2taΔE

Curvature change Δk ¼ ΔMa
D (m−1) 0.124taΔE 0.236taΔE

Table 2 Comparison of
actuator performances and
characteristics
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scale down the problem size and to lower the required
computing resources and time as well. Computational
benchmarks and tests have been conducted to claim that
the field solution in 2D model is almost identical to that of
the 3D model [20]. Since the repeating RVE has an
identical electric field based on the geometry of the IDEs,
the piezoelectricity of the whole active layer can be
defined by determining the electromechanical properties
of the unit cell.

The unpoled PZT ceramic wafer is assumed to be
isotropic and to have the dielectric constant 60% that of
the poled value [21]. The poled properties are given at CTS
Corporation website (www.ctscorp.com). It is assumed that
the electrodes do not contribute to the electrical and
mechanical response of the active layer much and are not
modeled explicitly in the model. The electrical signal
(voltage) is thus applied directly on nodes located on the
surface where electrodes are patterned. The y-symmetry
boundary conditions are imposed on the two vertical sides
of the RVE.

An evolutionary, incremental solution was employed to
monitor the growth of poled region and the development of
potential breakdown areas. The piezoelectricity coefficients
are functions of the direction of polarization. The given
values from the ceramics manufacturer can only be used for
a fully poled material. In general case the coefficients are
proportional to the remanent polarization. In FEM simula-
tion, the updated piezoelectricity in each element is
implemented by rotating the element coordinate system
according to the direction of polarization within that
element. By imposing the voltage incrementally through
the IDEs, the local electric field value in material increases.
To determine the poling state in an element, the poling
strength at the integration point is defined on the basis of
electric field distribution [16]:

X ¼ 0 if Ej j < EC;

X ¼ E � EC

ES � EC
if EC <jEj < ES;

and X ¼ 0 if jEj � EC

ð4Þ

where EC and ES are the coercive field and saturation field
values respectively. As a rule of thumb, the saturation
field value is approximately double the coercive field value
[21]. Table 3 gives typical property values of CTS
3203HD PZT.

When the local electric field E approaches the coercive
value EC, domain switching occurs and the polarization
aligns to the electric field vector direction. The material
becomes partially poled. The local properties of partially

poled regions can be simply determined as a function of the
poling strength by [16]:

cEij ¼ cE;fpij � cE;upij

� �
X þ cE;upij ;

"Tl ¼ "T ;fpl � "T ;upl

� �
X þ "T ;upl ;

and dli ¼ dfpli X

ð5Þ

where cE;upij ; "T ;upl are the unpoled stiffness and dielectric

constants; cE;fpij ; "T ;fpl ; dfpli are the fully poled stiffness,
dielectric and piezoelectric constants, respectively. The
actuator was assumed to be poled gradually with the
increasing electric field after exceeding the coercive field
value. When the local electric field reaches the saturation
field value, the material becomes fully poled. The piezo-
electric coefficients given by the manufacturer can be
applied with the polarization direction coincides that of the
local electric field. During the poling process, only the
material portions with the value of the electric field lager
than the saturation value will be fully poled.

In each incremental step, a loop is triggered to update of
the material properties according to the poling strength, to
re-calculate the electric field solution and to compare that
with the former solution of each element. The iteration
stops when a predefined criterion on the difference in
orientation and magnitude of the electric field is reached.
The poling process simulation was implemented in the
ANSYS Parametric Design Language (APDL) using the
advanced techniques to access the electric field solutions of
the integration point in every element at the end of each
iteration to check the poling status and update the material
properties. The procedure can be summarized in Chart 1.

Simulation of the poling process for IDE ceramic wafer
is shown in Fig. 4. A typical result reveals that the electric
field distribution in RVE is strongly inhomogeneous and
anisotropic. There are different regions:

& Effective region (A): the electric field is homogeneous;
material is polarized along the longitudinal axis.

Table 3 Typical property values of PZT material (source: CTS Corp.)

Properties CTS 3203HD

Dielectric constant KT
3 3800

Coercive field EC (kV/mm) 0.8

Remanent polarization PR (μC/cm2) 39

Elastic constants (short circuit) SE11 (×10−12 m2/N) 16.6

SE33 (×10−12m2/N) 21

ν12 0.31

Piezoelectric strain coefficient d31 (×10
−12m/V) −320

d33 (×10
−12m/V) 650
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& Transition region (B): high field concentration occurs
here, this is the source of potential failure, and the
contribution to actuation is small.

& Ineffective region (C + D): low electric field (C) or the
field direction diverts from 3-direction (D); material is
thus unpoled (C) or poled in vertical direction (D).

A perfect d33-mode actuation is not achieved in this case.
As shown in Fig. 4, only region A could contribute to the
actuation along the longitudinal direction (perfect d33-
mode). The other regions (B, C and D) are considered as
reduction of actuation compared to the fully d33-mode. A
good design should give a dominant region A over the
whole volume.

3.2 Optimal design analysis

Based on the obtained electric field, piezoelectricity of the
PZT wafer is defined. Actually, poling is an incremental

process where electrical loading (voltage) is applied step by
step. During the process, material properties of the actuator
are updated with the poling state it obtains. The simulation
in this case is thus an incremental loading with modification
of material properties after each loading iteration [20]. In
more complex case, with the presence of mechanical stress,
the poling state depends on the switching phenomenon of
domains under electromechanical loading. The poling
process should be considered with an associated criterion
for domain switching [22–24].

The design objective of the active layer is obtaining
the highest fraction of PZT wafer poled in longitudinal
direction and also satisfying a constraint on the highest
field value to be smaller than a breakdown value to avoid
potential failure of material. To achieve the optimum
design of the IDE actuation layer, an optimization analysis
is performed using ANSYS® Multiphysics finite element
package with capability of electromechanical coupled-
field and linear analysis. The goal of this study is to
maximize the longitudinally poled portion (region A) and,
at the same time, to minimize the high field zone
(region B). A method of weighted combination for multi-
objective optimization has been used to express the unequal
contribution of each design objective in the total objective
function [20, 25].

The principal design variables are chosen as the PZT
thickness (t), the electrode width (w) and the gap between
electrodes (g) as shown in Fig. 5. Range of value for each
variable is constrained by the capability of fabrication and
the operating conditions. For comparing purpose, the
thickness of the PZT wafer is chosen the same as in the
original LIPCA; that is 250 μm. Another study on the
optimum thickness of PZT layer will be presented in a
separated paper. Previous studies [16, 17] have shown that
the larger gap between electrodes, the higher strain can be
generated. However, with a large gap, the operating voltage
will be increased. That could be an inconvenience for
biomimetic robots application which requires a light weight
on-board power source to be autonomous. The gap is then
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constrained to a maximum value, says 400 μm, according
to the working range of the on-board power supplier. With
limitations in current fabrication process, the width of
patterned electrodes (w) and the gaps (g) between them
could not be smaller than 5 μm.

The design variables including electrode width (w), gap
between electrodes (g) and the applied voltage (V) in poling
process are varied and are automatically updated for each
iteration following the subspace approximation and first
order algorithm in ANSYS® software [26]. By tracking the
variation of design variables and objective function we can
monitor how the poling process is affected by electrode
width, gap between electrodes and applied voltage. The
analysis is terminated when the difference in objective
function of two successive iterations is smaller than some
given tolerance.

4 Results and discussions

4.1 Effects of the electrode gap and width

It has already been shown that “dead zones” exist below
the electrode fingers, with the field magnitude being low,
and out of plane [16, 17]. With larger electrode separation
the proportion of dead zones is lower. Meanwhile, the
voltage required to operate the device is higher. In
contrast, small electrode separations lower the operational
voltage, but increase the proportion of “dead zones”.
There should be a compromise between the achievable
actuation strain and operational voltage. Figure 6 shows a
typical tendency of the ineffective area in RVE of an
electrode design with electrode gap variations and other
fixed parameters. Moreover, for thinner substrates the
electrode separation can be reduced significantly while
still maintaining a high proportion of the optimum
d33-mode response.

It was found that by increasing the electrode width the
electric field strength in the x-direction between electrodes
is increased and the “dead zone” under the electrodes,
where the field in the x-direction is relatively low, also
becomes larger [16]. The electric field in the “dead zones”
is perpendicular to the actuation direction (x). For thinner

electrodes, a relatively weak field is observed between the
electrode fingers. It was reported that there exists an optimum
width of electrode for which the strain per unit applied voltage
is at a maximum, and this optimum width is independent of
electrode separation and wafer thickness [17]. The poling
study has showed that a field concentration exists at the
electrode edges [20]. The magnitude of the field strength in
this location increases as the electrode width is reduced,
whilst the direction remains largely unaffected. The non-
uniform fields present at electrode edges can cause cracking of
the piezoelectric substrate resulting in device deterioration.
This is a consequence of the large and non-uniform
mechanical stresses induced via the piezoelectric effect.
Although induced stresses are not quantified in this study,
they can be an important effect that leads to device failure.

4.2 Optimization of the active layer with surface IDEs

For comparing purpose, the thickness of the PZT wafer is
chosen the same as in the original LIPCA. Moreover, from
previous argument, one can see that with the larger gap
between electrodes, the higher strain can be generated.
However, with a large gap, the operating voltage will be
increased. As explained above, the chosen gap is a compromise
between achievable actuation strain and operational voltage. It
is then constrained to a maximum value of 400 μm in the d33-
mode LIPCA hereinafter. The optimum poling process is
achieved with the optimum set of design variables given in
Table 4. The electrode width w=133μm, gap between
electrodes g=400 μm and the applied voltage V=1358 Vpp.

d 

g

Fig. 5 PZT with electrodes patterned on surfaces

Table 4 Optimal design for a typical active layer with surface IDEs

Electrode width w (μm) 133

Electrode spacingg (μm) 400

Applied poling voltage (V) 1358 Vpp

Portion of breakdown volume 0.998%

Portion of unpoled volume 19.27%

Total ineffective volume portion 20.27%
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Fig. 6 Tendency of the ineffective area with electrode gap variations
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The reduction of actuation is defined as the ratio of the sum of
unpoled and high field volume to the total volume.

At optimized condition, a reduction of about 20.3%
volume is obtained. That means, almost 80% volume of the
PZT wafer contribute to the d33-mode actuation of the new
LIPCA. Roughly, with the same applied electric field, the
new design could give an improvement of about 72% in
curvature change following the analysis in Table 2. The
distributions of electric field on the surfaces and inside the
ceramic wafer (at 20%, 40% and 50% of thickness below
the surface) are given in Figs. 7 and 8.

The design is then verified by applying a ±200 V signal to
compare the actuation with the d31-mode counterpart. The
obtained picture of electric field distribution on the surfaces
and inside the RVE is given in Fig. 9. The uniform electric
field in the effective region can be obtained by the graph of
magnitude 0.68 kV/mm. Once again, the highly concentrated
value can be observed.

To compare the actuation of the d31- and d33-mode PZT
wafers, a voltage is applied to generate the same electric field
of 0.68 kV/mm in the d31-mode PZT wafer. The strain output
is recorded and plotted in Fig. 10. Note that, due to the

singularity of electric field distribution in neighborhood of
the electrode tips, the strain output in this region is fluctuated.
This issue is not solved in this study yet. However, the
overall actuation is mostly contributed by the uniform electric
field region and thus the strain fluctuation of small portions
beneath the electrode tips will not affect much the actuator
performance. For d31-mode, with the same electric field
value, the actuated strain can be generated is: ε31=d31E.

Thus,

" ¼ 320� 10�12 m=Vð Þ � 0:68� 106 V=mð Þ
¼ 217:6m" ð6Þ
The improved strain output for d33-mode PZTwafer with

the same applied electric field is shown in Fig. 10. Even in
the case d31-mode PZT wafer is opperated at the highest
allowed input, that means the electric field in material
equals to the coercive value EC, the output strain:

"31;max ¼ d31 � Ec ¼ 256m" < "33 ð7Þ
is still much smaller than the output strain in d33-mode PZT
wafer.
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5 Conclusion

Attempts to improve the performance of piezoelectric
actuator introduced in this study include employ the
residual stress effect and exploit the more favorable
actuation mode. The former contribution may be conducted
by the stress state in the PZT layer whilst the latter utilizes
the fact that d33 coupling effect is almost double d31 effect.
The residual stress in piezoelectric material layer due to
curing process and applied mechanical load could be a
crucial factor in improving the actuation of LIPCA. The
proposed state-of-the-art d33-mode LIPCA design in this
work aims to utilize the more preferable actuation mecha-
nism to improve the performance. A simple analytical
model developed has shown that, with the same applied
electric field, LIPCA operated with perfect d33-mode can
theoretically generate a curvature change value almost
twice of that in case LIPCA operated with d31-mode.
However, the d33-mode LIPCA using surface IDEs piezo-
electric ceramic wafer as the actuation layer is not
associated with a perfect d33-mode actuation mechanism.
This is because the in-plane polarized condition of PZT
cannot be fulfilled with a poling process using surface
IDEs system. The piezoelectricity is thus strongly aniso-
tropic and inhomogeneous throughout the active layer.
There exists “dead zones” where materials are poled in an
out-of-plane direction or still unpoled after the poling
process. Such areas lead to a reduction in contribution to
the overall actuation of the active wafer. The optimization
process helps to minimize these portions and to obtain a
maximum effective volume. The new LIPCA with the
optimum set of design variables can be improved about
72% of curvature change. However, the portion of high
field volume is still high, that could lead to some damage
for the actuator. Finding a solution to reduce the high field
value as well as the high field volume is the next goal of
this research.
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